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REVISW OF METHOlXi OF OAKBaGE DISPOSAL.
Introduction.
No subject is at present receiving more attention than
public neaitn. People have corae to realize that nigh death rates
can be avoided, and they are asking tneir professional men to di-
rect the fight against the foes of health. One of the most subtle
and most recently attacked of these foes is carelessly and improp-
erly handled garbage, which some eminent medical men go so far as
to claim is responsible for the yellow-fever scourge in many South
American cities. The practice of turning raw sewage and of duinp-
ing garbage by the barge full into rivers, which has been almost
universal with American river towns, is sure lo nave its effect
on public health. Especially true is this of garbage which is
largely composed of solid, insoluble materials which take a very
long time to putresce and become finally oxidized. But this prac-
tice is no v/orse than that of polluting the air by garbage dumps,
or allowing garbage to become the breeding place of infectious
diseases which are so easily carried and spread by the wind, in-
sects, dogs, cats, rato, etc. The odor also, tho often harmless,
is very annoying as anyone can testify who has crossed a street
Just behind a garbage v/agon. It is worth some expense to a com.-
munity to avoid this nuisance.
The problem which garbage disposal presents is one for
engineers to solve, because it requires scientific and economic
consideration for its solution; and engineers are specialists in
science and economics.
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There are some eight different juethoas in use for the
disposal of garlnage, some of which are very primitive and others
are still in the exp'^rimental stage. It Is the purpose of this
paper to describe, from an engineer's point of view and in more or
less detail, each method, giving its effectiveness, cost, and lim-
itations, and to arrive at some definite recominendat ions suitable
for general application.
I. COMPOS I TlOi^f OF GAHBA.GE.
Garbage or Icitchen garbage is "the refuse of animal or
vegetable matter which has been used or intended for food". This
definition is the gist of practically every definition now in use^
so t?rat data from any community can be compared with any other
without serious error.
Garbage is not of constant quality thruout the year or
thruout the country. It varies in character v/ith the class of
people producing it. wealthy communities, which maintain as a
rule many restaurants, produce large amounts of fresh garbage-;
while thrifty comrminities
,
particularly those of foreign blood,
produce comparatively small amounts of stale garbage. Garbage
also varies with the section of country. Sach geographic local-
ity has its peculiar q.uaiity and icind of food stuffs which produce
its corresponding quality of garbage. In warmer climates where
fruits and vegetables constitute a comparatively large part of
the diet of the people, the garbage is wet and consists largely of
vegetable matter; while in cooler climates and in the dry v^festern
states where fruits and vegetables form less and meats form more
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of the aiet of the people^ the garbage 13 comparatively dry and
consists largely of animal matter. The se^ison of the year has
something to do with garbage also. It follows that as the food
stuffs change with the seasons of the year^ the quality of the
garbage changes, so that in the temperate zone, for instance, fruit
and vegetables predominate during the suim;ner, while meat predomin-
ates during the winter.
Tables I and II show the composition of garbage of a
few representative eastern cities, and Table III that of a middle
west city. The results in Table I are the averages for the years
stated. The values for iiew YorK Oity seem to show that tne com-
position does noL vary greatly from year to year.
The preceding general principles and the data in Tables
I, II, and III, or similar ones from other cities, will enable
the engineer to maKe a reasonably accurate estimate of the compo-
sition of the garbage of any particular city.

tabu: I.
COMPOSITION OF G/vKBaOE.*
; Contents
New Yoi City : Atlantic City ; Trenton ;
1890 1901
;
1903 :
: Moisture
: Solid.3 — animal
: and vegetable :
: Grease
: Non-corabustit)le
: Total
(J.
^
20
2
7
7 Q C/ i
:
'
'
^
':
2 :
X o ci,o c. jo
:
4 :
100 100 : 100 100
TABiii II.
CHEMICAL AM LYSiS OF DKY OaRBaGE.*
; Constituents
:
weight :
• C portion
;
!+3.10 '/c :
• Hydrogf^n • 0.21+ :
Nitrogen
: 3.70 !
: Oxygen
: 27.71+ :
: Silica
: 7 • 5t> :
: Iron Oxide and Alumina O.iii :'
: Lime i+.2o
:
: Magnesia
: 0.28 :
: Biosphoric Acid
: 1. 14-7 :
: Carbonic Acid : 0.59 :
: Sulpnides
: 0.20 !
: AiKalies and Undetermined :
100.00 :
* From "The Collection and Disposal of Municipal
Waste" by Morse.
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TA.BI^ III.
ANAL-y^US OF GARBAGE OF MILWAUKEE.**
: Constituents : Per Jent:
: Dry Garbage:
: Grease
: «.77 :
: Mitroe:en
: Glucose 12.su
: Hiospnoric Ada
: 2.31 ':
: GoinlDustilTle : 3^.12 :
: Ash
: 01.88 :
Total : 100.00 :
: Wet Garbage: :
Wat er
: 78.00 :
^* By Professor R. E. w. Soiunier.
II. Q,UAi^TITlES.
All the factors whicli affect tiie quality of garbage
also affect the quantity which any corrmiunity v\riii produce. The
saine necessity for detailed observations applies to quantity as
to quality. The tendency has been for quantities to increase
slowly from year to year.
Following are some tables and charts snowing the season
al variations, and also giving an idea of the quantities produced

TABl*ti IV.
imv Bi^IGHTOii DISTHIOT OF KlOHwlOi^fD."**
_
: Month Total Volume ; Total vi'eigJit
:Jan. 19 Oo W Cu. Yds. : 190.0 Toni3 :
: Feb
.
205 : 123.5
: li'iar . : 373 : 173.8 :
:April W : 25'l.0 :
: May 57^ : 207.5 :
: June : 017 287.5 :
: July : 033 : 30)+. 3 :
:Aug.
: 733 : 350.9 :
:Sept
.
. 88 9 : J+II+.3 :
:Oct. 1905 . 8 03 : 37'+. 2
: 303.8 :
:Dec. 07)+ : 207.5 :
:Average per
: iQOO per clay 0.91 O.I125 :
From Morse's "The Collection ana Disposal of i^iunici-
pai waste.
"
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TABUS V.
O.UAi^TITIES FUOM SYKrtCUGi;, H. \,
Month • Total Weir.nt , Tons.
1 Q l-t 1905 : 19O0 : 1907
Jan. : 531. ^+0 : 090.1+0 : 091+.73 : 93^.70
Feb . : 508. 05 : 359.23 : 03 . 9 : 030. 55
7 o2 2 . 02 : 730.10 : 080.25
Apr. : 5^0.79 : 619. 53 : 075.37 : 770.32
May : 51+6.02 : 730.20 : 728.93 809.03 .
710.1+1+ : 811.73 : 7 01+. 8 : 832 . 35
5"\ii.y : b6i+.83 : 733. '+3 : 781.15 : 970. 80
805.00 921.85 : 1002.05 : 1023.50
Sept
.
: 1090.02 : 1112.00 : 985.00 . 108 0.12
Oct
.
.
7'+<^.3o : 880. 05 . 1088.97 : 109)+. 93
Nov 7^0.00 801.15 1058.73 : 931.83
Dec. : 73'+. 10 . 701.33 Ul d i-\ ~l (\GyO. j)U -7 Q CJ ( 1(yo . OU
Totals 8279. 00 : 9257.00 • 9985.^0 . 1003)+. OU
Av. per weei: 159.2 : 17s. : 192.0 ; 20i+.3
: 20.5 : 29.7 : 32.0 : 3'+.^
Max. per month : 1+1.9 : 1+2.8 : 1+0.3 : 1+0.5
Average per
: 0.2901000 pop, per day
From Morse's "The Collection and Disposal of Munici-
pal Waste.
"
III. GOLtEGTIOi^S.
in some coirmiunit ies the city collects only part of the
refuse^as ashes, Jun]i, etc., and leaves the garbage for private
disposal in order to avoid the expense of daily garbage collec-
tions. Householders are thus made directly responsible for the
disposal of their own garbage, and have to pay for it individually
while at the same time they are paying taxes for the carting away

CHART I.
* Fro/T} Pardons' "D/sposa/ o/ Municipal Refuse ".
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of otner refuse. This douiDie system Is uneconomical, especially
if the city (as is usually the case) becoifi*?s responnibie for tne
final disposal of the garbage. In the cases vmere the city does
1:)ecoirie responsible for the final disposal, the contractors collect
the garbage and deliver it to a central disposal plant or to a can
tral loading yard for further transportation. The private system
of collections is not often satisfactory, because the contractors
are seldom closely watched and consequently develop a tendency to
negligence. The only safe course is to m.aKe the collections a
part of the disposal system, and place all under on? management.
There are two general systems for the collection of
garbage. The first is the combined systerc, in which all kinds
of refuse, including ashes, tro'Ken china, rags, tin cans, paper,
and garbage, are placed in one receptacle by the householder; and
are carried off together in collection carts. The second is the
separate system., in wnich the different classes of refuse are
separated by the householder, at least the garbage from the rest,
and put in separate receptacles for collection. This latter
method has a great advantage over the former in that the necessar-
ily frequent collections of garbage may be maintained, wniie the
other refuse may be safely neglected for a time. In case of
emergencies when collections become difficult this advantage is
of great value inasmuch as the garbage alone is but one seventh
of the total weight of all wastes.
The system to be used in any case is dependent upon the
requirements of the system of disposal adopted, and will be con-
sidered later in the discussion of methods of disposal. One
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consideration may, however, determine not only the system of col-
lection, but also the method or I'inal disposal, that is, the ques-
tion 01" length or haul. Long hauls are always expensive; and ir
suitable disposal can be made or tne otner rei'use close at nand,
the garbage only need be hauled to a distance, a separate collec-
tion and disposal system would probably prove more economical in
this case.
Table VI is or interest because it shows very clearly
what the practice is thruout the country. This data is rrom reports
of a large number or cities, both progressive and conservative, and
located in all parts or the country. 03 per cent have systematic
methods or collection.
TABLE VI.
S-iBTEJ/lS OF GARBAGE OLLEC I'J Oil ElilPLOYED IJ^
THE UNITED STATES. *
: System : No. of Oities :
: Municipal collection :
: 3»+ i
: Contract :: 1+8 :
: Private parties : '+1 :
: No systematic collection 12 :
: Not reported ; :
Total : loi :
Morse's "The Collection and Disposal of Municipal Wastes".
IV. DESCRIPTION OP METHODS OP GARBAGE DISPOSAL.
1. SPREADING ON THE lAND.
One or the simplest or the methods or disposing of gar-
bage is to spread it upon the land. This consists merely or spreadj
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ing tJie garbage in thin layers over tne ground wnere it may become
subject to tne action of aerobic bacteria, wnose function ia to
transform the putresclbie organic matter into harmless mineral
matter. In order to have proper bacterial action, the applications
of garbage must be thin enough to allow ratner free circulation of
air, and the ground on which the garbage is spread irnist be light
enough to drain off excessive moisture which would, if allowed to
remain, produce sourness.
Either pure garbage or garbage combined with refuse
(diluted garbage) may be disposed of in this manner, aitho it is
usually the diluted garbage which is so disposed of. If pure garb-
age be disposed of by spreading, the collections should be by the
separate system; while if it is desired to distribute dilute garb-
age, the collections should be by the combined system as the otner
refuse acts as a dilutant.
The land selected for the disposal should be cheap, and
should be situated sufficiently far from the city to avoid the
.nuisance of dust and odors from the spreading ground.
The area req.uired is from 1.3 to 3.0 acres per daily ton,
the amount varying with the lightness of the soil and tne lightness
of the dilutant. This is equivalent to O.73 to 1.50 acres per 1000
population. The time which should elapse between "doses", or ap-
plications on the same spot, is from 2 to '+ years. The method is
cheap and effective wnen properly handled.
Davenport, Iowa, and New Orleans, ifiouisiana, both dispose
of their garbage by spreading. In the case of j>avenport
,
I.3 cu.
yd. of dilutant are used per ton of garbage. The total cost.
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IncludlriK rent or land, lator, upKeep, etc., is said to be
cents per ton. **
2. DUMPING m Ma3S.
Dumping in mass consists of piling the garbage on land
to a considerable deptn. It may be practiced witn eitner separatee
or combined garbage, tno usually tne combined is used. It is a
very unsanitary ineLiiod, because tne garbage below tne surface of
tne dump may remain putrefactive for a long time, and land tnus
filled in is not safe for improvement till many years nave passed.
As stated in tne introduction tne yellow fever scourge, so pre-
valent among South American cities, is accounted for by some by
tne practice of dumping refuse in mass. One health officer re-
ports that "Continued cases of diphtheria and scarlet fever in
houses standing on ground filled with waste was undoubtedly due
to the unsanitary condition of the foundations. Ihese diseases
followed the line of previous waste dumping, while adjoining
dwellings on original ground were comparatively free." For this
reason the dumping ground must be located in an out-of-the-way
place vmere no improvement would be considered for many years.
Any amount of garbage and refuse can be handled in this simple
manner, while the cost is very low.
The dumps are very unsatisfactory, however, from both a
sanitary and an aesthetic point of view. Some relief is gotten
by burning the refuse as it comes to the dumps. Flying papers
are destroyed, the liquids are driven off, and the vegetable and
**From a paper presented before the annual meeting of the Illinois
Society of Engineers and Surveyors by S. A. Greeley.
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animal matter Is coated with asnea, wJiicn at least arrest the
putrefiction for a time. Tne cost is only sligntiy increased over
simple dumping, owing to necessity of caring for tne fires. Tne
only objectionable featurf is tne clouds of nauseating smoke wnicn
become very offensive at times. It would seem nov/ever tnat if tne
du]np is sufficiently removed from tne city to allow of burning, it
would also be sufficiently removed to maxe burning unnecessary.
In any case, tnerefore, tne practice of burning combust i Dies at
tne dump seems to be eitner objectionable or unnecessary.
3. DUMPING I if V/ATJiK.
Dumping in water is anotner of tne simple processes of
garbage disposal. It consists merely in carrying tne garbage out
some distance from snore in a boat and dropping it. Sitner com-
bined or separated garbage may be disposed of in tnis manner. Tne
water must be deep enough to receive tne part of tne garbage wnicn
sinKs without obstructing navigation; and the body of water must
be great enough to dilute and scatter the floating material. In
case of a fairly strong off-shore current which may be relied upon
to carry the garbage to sea, this method is q.uite practicable; but
such currents are scarce, and it generally happens that tide and
wind soon bring the floating materials in to shore arid litter the
beaches with aebris. Such a state of affairs is not only unsightly
but is also unsanitary since the floating part of the garbage is
the most putrescibie. Even duiriping far out at sea does not obviate
the danger of beach pollution. Further, if a truly safe distance
is attained the cost becomes prohibitive. Towns on the Pacific

coaBt }iave decided that all rei\ise dumped at sea ihuot be deposited
at least 20 miles out.
The City or New YorK used to dispose or its reruse, in-
cluding garbage, in tnis manner, carrying it to sea in boats, scows
and dumping catamarans, and dumping it outside of Sandy iiook. Tne
cost was nineteen cents per cubic yard and a badly littered beacn
at Coney Island (New YorK's cnier summer resort). Of course, dump-
ing in water is out of the question where the city's vvater supply
is taKen from the same body of water, as in the case of Chicago.
Parsons says: "This method can not be recomiiiended, .and where in
use efforts are made to abandon it in favor of some otner."
PLOWING INTO Tm GROUND.
Plowing into the ground is applicable to separate garbage
only, and, according to Mr. Paul Hansen, State Water Survey Engin-
eer of Illinois, the method is applicable to cities of not more
than 30,000 population.
The process consists in spreading tne garbage in a tnin
layer over cultivated land and plowing it under, or in burying it
in shallow trenches on cultivated land. The land should be suf-
ficiently light and well-drained to allow ready access of air; for
the action of aerobic bacteria is relied upon to reduce the organic
to mineral matter. Sufficient time m.ust be allowed between "doses"
to insure a complete reduction (usually from 2 to '4. years). From
1.5 to 3.C acres of land per daily ton of garbage are required. *
* Paper presented before the annual meeting of the Illinois
Society of Engineers and Surveyors by S. A, Greeiey.
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The "plowing in" method has been practiced In Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, and Joluii^bus, Ohio. The total cost in the caye or the
foriner city, Includlnr, rent of land, labor, ui?keep, et cetera, is
said to be i+O cents per ton.*
Green garbage (that is - garbage containing green vege-
table matter) is or some value as a fertilizer to poor soil, but is
not of sufficient value to good soil to out-weigh the objection
that it tends to sour the soil and render it soggy.
The composition of green garbage is as follows :-
phosphoric acid - u.o^^ per cent
ammonia - u.o^ " "
potash - 0.15 "
The dei.and for" fertilizer is seasonal; and since garbage
can not be stored for even a short time, the demand for it among
the farmers can be taken advantage of only during a small part of
the year. During the rest of the year the garbage must be other-
wise disposed of. The disposal of green garbage for fertilization
is very unsuitable.
In Paris, Prance, the experiment has been made of grind-
ing the garbage after all troublesome and dangerous matter has
been rem.oved and after the garbage has been dried. The product
can be stored for some time, and is odorless, or can be made so by
sprinkling with lime water, li'or apparently no reason,^ however, the
farmers were reluctant to avail themselves of this product, altho
it was cheap and easily handled.
*Paper presented before the annual meeting of the Illinois
Society of Engineers and Surveyors by G. a. Greeley.
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5. FEiiDlNG TO [JWIO.
Hie nietnod of garbage disposal knomi as "Feeding to
Swine" is exactly what its name implies. It is practiced in many
cities, botn large and small, altno tnere is a difference of opin-
ion regarding the advisability of the practice. Tne piggeries
may or may not be owned by the city. In small coim'nunit ies tne
garbage is often contracted for by farmers, ana the city has nothih;;
to do with the feeding. In large communities the piggeries are
usually owned and operated by the city.
In either case the collection of the garbage must be by
the separate system, because only unmixed garbage can be fed to
the swine. The collections must be daily (at least during warm
weather), as only fresh garbage should be fed. Provision should
also be made at the piggery to sterilize the garbage. It is claim-
ed that the feeding of stale or unsterilized garbage will result
in hog-cholera. Jonsequentiy every precaution should be taxen to
prevent suc?i a result.
It requires about 75 pigs per daily ton of garbage, or
about 35 pigs per lOOO population. If carefully conducted the
piggery may be made to pay for the collections.
b
. I]!rCIlJEKA.TION.
The methods of disposal thus far described have been
comparatively simple, and have been the methods almost exclusively
used urtil recently. In fact they are the methods most commonly
used nov; in spite of the rapid increase of the use of the so-called
lm.proved methods, whose installations have been for the most part
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In larg? cities. These improved metnoda are incineration, inciner-
ation under boilers, and reduction. Many patents nave been issued
covering various details I'or tnese methods. The general j-Tinciples
only will be discussed in this paper.
The first method to be described is that of incineration.
"There is but one opinion as to the means of sanitary disposal of
municipal waste when it is collected in an unseparated, mixed con-
dition. It should be destroyed by fire." Furnaces have been de-
signed and built to burn these wastes without producing smote or
odors, and so successful have they been that no complaints have
been made of their being located centrally in the city, ilot all
furnaces ar-6 as efficient as that, and some have been abandoned be-
cause they were nuisances.
A great many different designs nave been made, some to
accommodate mixed refuse, and some to accomruodate garbage only.
The latter are by far the most numerous in this country, while the
former predominate in England. The English furnaces have been more
successful than the American ones, partly because of longer exper-
ience on the part of the British designers, and partly because
English refuse is more uniform than Am.erican thus narrowing the
field of investigation. The faults in American design are too
large grates, too slow combustion, too low temperatures (below
15000 Fahr.), too much reliance on storing, and inexperienced fire-
men. Low temperatures are especially to be avoided as they subject
the garbage to frying rather than to cremation, and odors and nox-
ious germs are sure to be aischarged thru the stacK. There is no
available data in American practice on this subject of temperatures
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tut iij England many tests nave been made and it has teen found that
the temperatures maintained during continuous operation oi" eri'icieni
furnaces range from 1500° to 2«00o Fahr.
Ho revenue can te counted on from ty products, altno tne
ashes and clinkers are often used for filling land, and the clinK-
ers are sometimes used in cement luaiting.
Several systems of classification have been suggested for
the different furnaces, tut the one proposed ty Captain w. i^. ven-
atle will te followed here. He divides all refuse furnaces into
five Classes tased on the methods and extent to whicii the refuse
is dried tefore comtustion.
Class 1. "Cremation in which refuse is turned on a grate
without any preliminary drying". These furnaces are applicatle
only to the turning of waste-paper, toxes, house-sweepings, and
other comtustitie wastes: and can not te used for gartage at all.
Glass 2. "Crematories in which refuse is turned on a
grate, with tut little preliminary drying on an adjoining hearth".
This class is comm.only called the "British Type", and the furnaces
included in this class are applicatle to tne turning of mixed or
comtined refuse, including gartage. The British practice is to
turn the refuse, including ashes, in aeep Jires on up-draft grates,
with or without auxiliary fires to consume the odors, a very
strong draft is required.
This type of furnace is usually provided witn a toiler.
It is scarcely ever used in tnis country, the American practice
teing almost exclusively that of turning unmixed gartage.
A representative furnace of tnis type is one of the
Horsfall patents. It is a British furnace, its operation is as
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roiiovvs: The refuse is dumped into cells iToin aoove tnru Teed
noles. Eacn feed noie coriLnunicates ^iin two ceils or tne pa,ir.
It falls upon a neartn, and is raiced forevvard toy the attendant
onto tne turning grates. The combustion is perfected in the long
flues, Whence the gases pass to the boiler plant.
An American furnace of this ci-iss is the Wright patent,
a diagram of which is shown in Plate I. There is no boiler in
connection with this furnac^, altho one was installed in the first
experimental furnace and about seventy-five horse power was devel-
oped and maintained. High temperatures were also maintained and
consequently complete incineration toot place. The furnace is
built in pairs of cells so that it may accononodate the variation
in quantity of wastes collected.
Glass 3. "Furnaces in which garbage is burned on a hearth
or grate by subjecting it to intense heat from fuei-fires on otner
graies". This class is sometimes called tne "i^merican Type" be-
cause it is so popular in this country. Furnaces of this class
are built to burn separated or unmixed garbage, and consequently
other fuel must be burned besides the garbage, as garbage alone
has not sufficient combustible material to drive off the moisture
and incinerate itself. A little caic^.ilation based on safe assuiop-
tions will show this to be true. 1 ton of garbage weighs 2 000
pounds, 81 per cer;t or 1620 pounds of which is moisture, ifow as-
suming all the water to be evaporated in the furnace and taicing lO
pounds of water to be evaporated by 1 pound of coal, it would re-
quire 162 pounds of coal to drive off the water from 1 ton of
garbage. The solids constitute 19 per cent or 33 pounds per ton.

PLATE I.
t
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The calorific value of the solids is 1/3 tnat of average coal so
that tne coal equivalent of the solids is 12? pounds per ton.
162 - 127 = 35, wnicn is tne additional nuiaber of pounds of coal
required to dry 1 ton of garbage. Additional fuel is also re-
quired to raise the gases to the proper temperature (at least 1500°
Fahr. ) and to vitrify the ashes. The usual weit;ht of coal or equiv
alent fuel required is one eighth to one tenth the weight of garb-
age, or about two hundred pounds per ton of garbage.
The essential features of this class of furnaces are (1)
a large hearth, grate, or platforni for receiving the garbage and
incinerating it. (2) The neat supplied by fuel fires, one fire to
reduce the garbage and another to raise tne gases to tne proper
temperature before discharging into the atmosphere.
The total cost of disposal by this method and by this
Glass of furnace is made up of the cost of collection ^.nd hauling,
the cost of carting amy the ashes and clinkers, and the cost of
furnace operation. Since the furnace may be centrally located, the
cost of hauling can be greatly reduced over other disposal methods
requiring long hauls to the city limits.
The furnace charges may be divided into interest on in-
vestment, maintenance and depreciation, and operating expenses.
Maintenance and depreciation charges are always high with these
furnaces and depend on the workmanship and quality of materials
which go into the furnace. Maintenance varies from nothing to
§1.00 per ton of garbage handled, and depreciation from 10 to
50 yo per annum. A poor furnace will not last one year, but good
ones should last ten years or more with occasional renewal of
¥;orn parts
.

Operating expenses are made up of codt or I'uei ana coat
of labor. A furnace operating twenty-four hours per aay ana every
day in t/ie year will cost from 50 to 73 yo of its first cost to
run. The cost of coal is about 50 cents per ton of garbage, but
in tne case of poor design may amount to as much as ^^.00. One man
can stoke six to ten tons of refuse or garbage per day and remove
the ash, making the labor cost about 15 cents to 23 cents per ton.
The total cost of incineration, including all tne above
items, ranges from 50 cents to ^2.50 per ton for garbage, and from
30 cents to ^^2.50 per ton for mixed or combined garbage and refuse.
The highest figures are due to one of two causes or to both:
(a) Intermittant operation on account of the small quantities to be
destroyed; and (b) Frequent repairs made necessary by faulty con-
struction or design, or mismanagement. Two representative furnaces
of this Class are the Warner furnace and tne Boulger furnace; they
are shown in Plates II and III.
Class "Crematories in which the garbage is first ex-
tensively dried on a hearth or grate, and then stoked to anotner
grate to be burned as fuel". Tne furnaces of this class are appli-
cable to the incineration of separated garbage, just as tnose of
Class 3, altho some of m.ost recent date have been built to accommo-
date all refuse. These furnaces are different than those of Class
3 in that they aim to make better use of the combustible materials
in the garbage, the essential feature being that the burning garb-
age is made to produce heat to dry other garbage, and prepare it
for burning.
All the cost data given for furnaces of Class 3 applies

PLATE H.

plate: irr.
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equally to furnaces or Class 'i.
There are only about a dozen patents coverlnj.: tnis class
of furnaces as compared wltn about forty covering Glass 3.
Class 5. "Crematories in wnich tne gases of conibust ion
from the burning garbage in one cell are passed tnru other ceils
to dry the garbage therein." These furnaces are scarcely used as
such purely and simply, but the principle is sometimes used in con-
nection with other designs.
Class Miscellaneous. There have been a number of patents
issued for rotary dryers, and special grates wnicn can not be dis-
cussed. There have been issued also about a dozen patents for
porta,bie or traveling crematories, intended for burning garbage as
collected, without hauling. Such furnaces are of uneconomical size
and are not lilceiy ever to come into general or even frequent use.
Pijirnaces of Classes 3 and H- are of particular interest
in America, where we have already settled upon the separate col-
lection system as being by far the most economical and most sani-
tary. These two classes of furnaces are the only ones which can
handle separated garbage without creating a nuisance..
The advantage of incineration of garbage may be summed
up as follows:
1. It destroys all the organic matter.
2. It reduces garbage and other refuse to ash and clinker.
3. When combined refuse is incinerated the combustible in the re-
fuse furnishes considerable fuel, and the cost of furnace
operation need noi be great.
14-. The hauls can be short, as several plants can be used in one cit)^
5. Since several plants can be used, tne risk of interference of
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disposal by fires or brealcdowns is a minimuiu.
The disadvantages or incineration are:
1. Dust and fuines, if tne rurnace is not properly designed and
operated.
2. Experienced Tirernen or stoicers req.uired for satisfactory results.
7. INOIilEiiATlON mDER BOILSilS.
Tnis method of garbage disposal is perhaps a little mis-
named as the boilers are not located over the grates at all, altho
this is the hottest part of the furnace. It has been found that
boilers in this position reduce the temperature too much, and they
have consequently been placed between the grates and the chimney
where they can receive the gases after combustion has been complet-
ed and the living organisms destroyed. But the principle remains
the same, power is generated as a by-product of incinera^^ion. The
first consideration is of course the sanitary disposal of garbage
and refuse, and this must be accomplished whether power is devel-
oped or not.
English and American practice differ on the question of
ashes. The English burn their ashes with the other refuse, but the
Americans do not. It is the prevailing opinion here that it does
not pay to burn ashes, and that it is more economical to cart them
to the dumps direct without trying to realize on the unburned car-
bon which they contain. The difference in the two countrie-s is
due to the difference in the price of coal.
The method of incineration under boilers may be carried
on in connection with any of the classes of furnaces described in
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the discussion or Incineration. In I'act these furnaces are some
times built with a space reserved for the installation of a iDolier
whenever circumotances warrant.
All furnaces may l)e divided into two groups: (1) Greroa-
tories burning garbage only, and (2) Crematories burning mixed
refuse, not including- ashes.
(1) Jrematories burning garbage only. These crematories
are principally class 3 and class U furnaces.
The total heat produced by 1 ton of garbage plus the re-
quired auxiliary fuel is equivalent to 2 00 to )+00 pounds of coal.
The gases from this com.bination of fuels are about twice as vjl-
uminous as the gases from coal, and as a result there is only about
half as much heat in a given volume of gas as there woula be in
the same volume of gas from a coal fire. The boiler, therefore,
m.ust be tvirice as large as the boiler for a coal fire to produce
the same boiler horse power. When a furnace is properly cremating
it can be relied upon to evaporate from 1200 to 24-00 pounds of
water from and at 212° p. per ton of garbage burned. The auxil-
iary coal required should not exceed 2 00 pounds per ton of garbage.
If fuel is very cheap in the locality under consideration
the economy effected by installing a boiler and utilizing the
waste heat will not pay interest on the increased investment.
The method is also rather unreliable because the temper-
ature and volume of the gases are so variable that the boiler
horse pov/er generated is very unsteady. If the incinerator is
merely an auxiliary to a power plant of much larger size, where
the unsteadiness of steami production v/ould not affect materially
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the total steam production of the plant, it may be economical to
install a boiler in connection with an incinerator consuming 10 or
more tons of ^^arbage per clay. In any case the economy is so prob-
lematical that a careful investigation of all the Ioc^aI conditions
must be made, including the cost of power development by other
means
.
(2) Crematories burning mixed refuse not including ashes.
The same principles apply to this group of furnaces as apply to
those of group (1). If the percentage of garbage is low so that
the percentage of combustibles is high (more than one half the
weight of refuse than there is of garbage) there might be suf-
ficient com.bustibie to operate without the auxiliary fuel. The
probabilit i -=s are however that unless the refuse is i^ept separated
from the garbage so that it will be dry, and unless it contains
at least 500 pounds of combustible per ton of garbage, it v/iii not
be feasible to get along without auxiliary fuel.
All estimates are based on theoretical considerations of
the heat required, and it is probable that in actual operation
such economical combustion can not be obtained.
If the amount of garbage and refuse does not exceed 4-0
tons per day (representing a population of from 30,000 to !-i-0,000)
it is probably best to burn all refuse in one set of furnaces; but
if the amount Is greater, and market conditions Justify the pro-
ducing of steam, the garbage and refuse can be burned more econom-
ically in separate furnaces.
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8. KEDUC TI 0J)[
.
TJie method of garbage disposal known as reauction is of
very recent origin, and is an attempt to realize on tne rnarKetabie
constituants of garbage. It cares for separated or pure garbage
only, and the separation system of collection is therefore neces-
sary. Kit this is quite in Keeping with American practice, and is
therefore a point in favor of reduction.
It is but natural that such a method should be principal-
ly developed in this country where our practice and ideals are so
distinctly utilitarian. It is by far the most economical method
devised for garbage disposal, for it iiox only pays for itself but
also pays part of the costs of collection, in some cases as much as
half the cost. But the m.ethod must be carried on on a large scale
before it is economical, oonseg^uently it is applicable to cities of
not less than 200,000 population, or a minimum of so tons of garb-
age per day. It is not remunerative enough to interest private
capital unless some sort of a bonus is paid by the city, iiven at
that it is often t}ie most economical method of disposal for the
city. The cost of reduction is reported to be from $1.30 to ?^2.30
per ton of which the city has usually to pay froii; 50 cents to •:v2.50
per ton bonus to privately operated plants. Complete and accurate
data is very scarce since the reduction companies will not disclose
their accounts, and municipally operated plants are a rarity.
Hence all estimates must be mrade conservatively.
The value of garbage for commerce lies chiefly in the
amount of grease which can be extracted from it. It is assumed
to be 3 per cent, which is eq.uivaient to ou pounds per ton of
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t*art)af-:e. ( 3op Tables I, II, -xr.d III for 'inaiyueo oi' garl)at:o.)
The iiiarKet for thiz grsase I'j -luiic conatcint, and tne price i'roji.
2^ to 3 cent ^5 per pound. The ^reat bulk or tne grease produced in
thiG country is shipped abroad where it is used for the inanuracture
or soap, oils, wagon and other greases, poinatuius , and low grade
perfuiiieri The tanXage, which is the fiberous skeletons of vege-
table matter .coinbined with a small amount of animal maiter left
after the extraction of the grease, is used as filler for fertiliz-
er. It amounts to about 20 per cent of the garbage treated. Its
value depends largely on the nitrogen whicn is present from tne
animal constituent of the garbage, as it is sold on a guaranteed
percentage of fertilizing elements. The market is not constant
for this fertilizer and it is therefore sometimes burned under
boilers, for it q.uicKly deteriorates and can not be stored for any
length of time. The tankage from the naphtha process often con-
tains enough naphtha to make it highly inflamabie and sometimes
even spontaneously combustible. It is r^ot used as fertilizer in
the tankage stage, but is used as a filler for superphosphates, etc.
The following table shows an analysis of tankage taken
at various reduction y/orks.

AlfAL-ySIS OF GaUBaGE MKaGE.*
Localities Proceass : intro-:
gen :
Priosp?ior-
ic Acid :
Potash: Bone :
Phosph:
ate :
Lime
New YorK City : Pierce : 3.1 yo : 0.7 :
?i*ovi(ienc9 Gimonin 3.5 3.5 1.0 12 <o •1
Buffalo : jvierz ; 3.7 : 3.9
Phi ladeinhia :Arnold .3.0 2.6 ,0.00 :
Pittsburg : Flynn '3.0 13.0 :i.l9
' 1
Pat erson .Merz •2.9 :l.b : 0.
—
Bridgeport : Holthans 2.9 :3.« : 0.
;
— ' —
Philadelphia (max.) : Terne :3.7 .0.0 :0.3
Philadelphia (min.
)
II •2.9 '3.0 : 0.23
;
—
;
—
Baltimore :Arnold
:( Gas coyne
:2.5 .2,7 . u. 7
Penna,Exper, Sta. , c. » .L • p 7
Ainer. Reduction Co.
( Brooklyn
)
Hatch Exper. Sta.
:1.6i|
:2.30
03
:o.92
:1.20
: 0. 30
Average :2.90 : 3.95 : 0.04 :12.0 :3.o
* " The Collection and Disposal of Municipal W^.ste", Morse.
There are three processes of reduction according to the
means liy which the grease is extracted from the garbage. The three
means are steam, naphtha, and a combination of steam and naphtha.
The steam process consists in boiling the garbage with
steam in digesters to melt the grease, and then pressing out the
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f;rea3e and w^ter rrom the solid matter. The grey,3e l3 separated
rrom the water and refined for tne market.
The naphtha process consists in using naphtha as a sol-
vent for the grease, from v/jiich it is afterward recovered to be
used again.
A representative steam process is Knovvn as the nrnold or
Arnoid-Egerton process. The method of operation is as follows. Tne
garbH-ge is first put into a large tanK, called a digester, and kept
there till tne tank is filled. The tank is then sealed aiid live
steam is introduced at about 80 pounds gage pressure to cook tne
garbage and melt the grease. An average time for cooking is u
hours. An escape valve is provided to avoid letting the tank get
air bound. The escaping vapor is condensed and run into the sewer.
From the digester the material, wnich is now a pulpy mass, is re-
moved to a tank where it is accumulated. It is then run into forms
made of sacking and racks, and is subjected to hydraulic pressure
which squeezes out the water and grease. The mixture of water and
grease flows thru a trough in the floor or is pumped into a settl-
ing basin or set of basins vmere by flotation the grease is sep-
arated and removed. It is then barrelled for shipment. The res-
idue from the press (called tankage) is carried by a conveyor to
a direct heat dryer where the remaining moisture is driven off.
From the dryer it passes thru rollers where it is ground and then
thru screens. The tankage is then ready for fertilizer manufacture
or to be put in sacks and shipped.
Sometimes the water from the settling basin is evapor-
ated to a syrup and mixed with the tankage. This raises both the
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physical and cnernlcal value of tne tankage as a fertilizer.
A representative napntha proceus io known as tne Lierz
procesG. The methoci of oper=i.tion is as follows. After draining
off th^ superfluous water, the garbage is put into not air ciryers
where it is mechanically LJtirred for about six Jiours. At the end
of this time it has l:)ecome comminuted and appears dark brown and
greasy. It is then put into closed tanks, called extractors,
where naphtha is made to percolate thru the mass and dissolve
out the grease. The naphtha and grease are then drawn off and the
naphtha is separated from the grease by distillation. The grease
is barrelled for shipment. The tankage is ground and sifted for
fertilizer or is burned as fuel.
The Simonin process employes both naphtha and steam heat
for extracting the grease. The garbage is piled onto cars which
are run into the extractor. The extractor is then closed tight
and filled with naphtha. The garbage and naphtha are then heated
by steam coils. The grease is dissolved by part of the naphtha,
while the excess naphtha and water are evaporated by tne heat.
This vapor passes off into a condenser to be liiiuified, and then
into a separator where the naphtha ana water are separated. This
evaporation is continued until nearly all the excess naphtna is
driven off, and a solution of grease remains at the bottom of the
extractor. The solution is then drawn off into a settling basin
or tank. From there it flows into a still where the naphtha is
evaporated off. The grease remains in the still till drawn off
into a storage or collecting tank from which it is drawn into
barrels for shipment. The garbage which remains in the extractor
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Is heated several times until tiie water is all removed. Wnat re-
maining naphtha there may be is driven ofl' by live steai-i. The dry
tankage is then removed and disposed of. Tne process requires a-
bout hours.
Much care must be exercised to keep all vapors from es-
caping into the air. All tanks, and vats, and stills are kept as
nearly air tight as possible, and hoods are provided to catch any
escaped vapor. All vapors are conducted to the furnaces and passed
thru the fire or are burned in a Bunsen flame in the chimney. In
spite of these precautions, however, some vapor does escape, and
there is always an odor about a reduction plant which resembles
strongly caramel or chocolate. This odor often becomes so strong
that it is offensive and many complaints are made of it. For that
reason reduction plants should be located at some distance from
dwellings, and offices.
The report of the superintendent of the municipally op-
erated reduction works at Oolumbus, Ohio, for the first six months
of 1911, is of great interest. The following is an extract from
that report.
The quantity of garbage treated each month was as follows;
January IO03.O8 tons
February ^71»o^
March llli+.75
April 1175.22
May 130I+.O5
J'dne 1371-39
Total 7006.13
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The total includes ninety four dead horses and nine cows. The
plant was in operation 135 days. The average tonnage treated per
day was '+5.95.
RECEIPTS:
20o.i+y tons grease
1132.03 tons tanKage
o2 hides
miscellaneous
$21, )+i3.92
lD,33>^.)+2
253.90
1 . 30 ^32,007.71+
Inventory, June 30:
'+3 tons grease @ |lOO. | 11,300. 00
156.3)+ tons tankage © $10. 1,503.110
31+ hides @ |)+. 130. 00
Total 5,999.110
Inventory, January 1:
68.J4-1+ tons grease 3 $108. ^ 7,391.52
100 tons tankage @ |i0. 1, 000 . 00
Total I 8,391.52
IjTet increase of inventory
l^et receipts from 7O00.13 tons garbage
2,392.12
^!;29, 615. 02
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EXPENDITURES:
Supervision and payrolls ^9, 72'+. 03
Coal 2,3^9.7^^
Electric power ^^3.90
Repairs and renewals d If9 . 2 1+
Supplies 5»+3.13
Office expense ia5.7«
Miscellaneous 191.
Unpaid bills, July 1 839.52
Total ^15,532.19
Inventory, July 1:
250 tons coal ^3 '$1.3^ ^323. 00
pipe, fittings, supplies, etc. 200. 00 525.00
Net cost of disposal
1
^15,007.19
Net receipts ?';29, 015. b2
Net cost of disposal 15.007.19
Net profit ^14, 0O8. i+3
Net revenue per ton garbage ^'+.19
Net cost per ton for disposal 2.12
Profit per ton ^2.07
The capacity of this plant is loO tons per 2'+ hours, and
the extraction is by steam
.
Jroiri an analysis of the tanicage it was found that 10 per
cent of the grease v./as left in the tankage. 8 per cent of this
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could be recovered by t?ie naphtha percolation process. This would
amount to 9^3 tons with a value of ^9,500. The coat or operating
the percolating plant would be about |;2,000, and therefrom a net
revenue of ^^1,^00 could be realized. The total cost of collection
of the garbage for the period was ^?'17,795. with the addition of a
percolating plant the receipts from the garbage v/ould nave been
^!'''i-,313 over and above the cost of collecting and disposal.
The Engineering ifews points out that these figures taice
no account of the capital charges on the investment, which was
$1^9. 5U2 for the reduction worKs or nearly |300,000 for t/ie worXs
and collection equipment,
A very interesting experiment was carried on in connection
with one of the Boston reduction works. It v^ras found that besides
the grease there could be obtained approximately ibU- pounds of am-
monia sulphate, kS8 pounds of carbonized tankage, and 4,000 cubic
feet of gas of about 3OO E.t.u., and a small quantity of tar from
one ton of tanKage containing i+O per cent of water. After being
partially destroyed by fire, the plant was never renewed which is
an indication that it was not a commercially paying proposition.
The advantagesof the reduction method of garbage disposal
are as follows:
1. The organic or putrescible matter is extracted into harmless
compounds,
2. Some profit is realized from the marketable components.
3. The method is sanitary.
U. Aitho the plant must be located at some distance from the city,
the long haul is of garbage only.
5. The process is not a nuisance if properly conducted.

The dlsadvantageo of the reduction method are as follows:
1. The first cost is high, and the cost of renewals and repairs Is
large.
2. If not properly conducted, the odors are a nuisance. The cost
of preventing such a nuisance is large.
3. Die plant must be located at a distance from the cit;^.
1;. GKilled labor is required,
3. As only large plants pay, the disposal of the city is dependent
upon the safety from fire and breakdown of one plant.
COifGLUGIOi^.
It is impossible to formulate any hard and fast rules
governing the selection of a method for tne disposal of garbage,
because local conditions affect the probieii, to a very considerable
extent. The engineer who finds it encumbent on him to select a
method has many factors to consider wnich are peculiar to his
particular problem and which can not be covered by rules. There
are, however, a few generalities which may safely be made which
will help the engineer to ai-rive at a safe conclusion.
The separate system for collecting the garbage is gen-
erally considered to be the most economical and most sanitary.
The haul for garbage is short only in connection with the
incineration or incineration-under-boiiers method of final disposal
Incineration and incineration under boilers are the most
sanitary methods, and they cause the least nuisance of all. dump-
ing in water should never be allowed.
The cost of disposal ranges from a profit of 82,00 per
ton to an outlay of ^.2.50 per ton. The so-called improved methods

(incineration, incineration under boilers, and reduction) are the
moat expensive metnods, except in the case or municipally owned and
operated reduction plants. In this case th'^ process by reduction
is the irost economical, for it can be made to yield a profit of
$2.00 per ton. Feeding to swine also yields a slight profit.
Spreading on land, dumping in mass, plowing into the
ground, and feeding to swine are applicable to any size city, but
in general they should not be used for communities larger than
30,000 population. Incineration may be employed by any sized city.
Incineration under boilers is not applicable for cities less than
^Q^OQQ population, and reduction is not applicable for cities less
than 2 00,000 population.
Ta.bie VII provides a simple means of comparing the
methods of disposal.

TA.BI4E VII.
A JOMPaiilSOi^ OF iibJTHODS OF CiAi^Brt-OJi; DISPOSAL.
Method
System
'
of
Collection
rcpulat ion
Served
Ajiproxixnate
jost per tort
Hy,ul
Spreading on
land
Dumping in
Mass
Dumping in
wat er
Plowing into
ground
Feeding to
swine
Incineration
Incineration
under boilers
Reduction
Combined : up to
or Separate 30, 000
Should
never be
used
leparate
Combined car:
Separate
Separate
up to
30, 000
any
30, 000 or
over
200, 000
and over
.50 or
less
.i|0
Slight pro-
fit
0.50 to
O.^iO ZQ
^2'. SO
bonus of
fo.;pO to
^2.50 or
profit of
$2.00 with
municipal
ownership.
long
long
long
long
long
short
short
long
<D O 00
> -rHO)
•H fJ*J
CO !l
3
1



